Transverse structural trends along the Oregon convergent margin: Implications for Cascadia earthquake potential and crustal rotations
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ABSTRACT

A remarkable set of west-northwest–trending left-lateral strike-slip faults intersects the Cascadia subduction zone. Three of these faults have been mapped off northern and central Oregon by using seismic reflection, SeaMARC-1A sidescan sonar, and SeaBeam bathymetry. These faults are highly oblique to the north-south structural grain of the active accretionary wedge. One of them has 6 km of horizontal slip; the average slip rate is 7–10 mm/yr. The faults cut the subducting Juan de Fuca plate, and can be traced into the North American plate. Folds that deform late Pleistocene and Holocene sediments on the upper continental slope and shelf strike north-northwest to west-northwest. Some of the west-northwest–trending folds are associated with the throughgoing strike-slip faults, whereas other northwest-trending folds are approximately normal to the plate convergence direction. Many of these folds are mapped across the shelf, and several active shelf synclines project toward Oregon’s coastal bays, where marsh subsidence events are inferred to be the result of great subduction-zone earthquakes. These subsidence events may actually record the growth of local synclines, possibly as secondary effects of slip on the megathrust. We postulate that shortening of the forearc region by clockwise tectonic rotation, associated with movement of the left-lateral faults and folding of the upper plate, may accommodate a significant amount of plate convergence.

INTRODUCTION

The Cascadia subduction zone off Oregon and Washington should be capable of generating great earthquakes. The convergence rate is fast enough (4.0 cm/yr; DeMets et al., 1990) and the subducting Juan de Fuca plate is young (10 Ma) and buoyant enough to characterize Cascadia as a Chilean-type margin (Heaton and Hartzell, 1987) capable of generating earthquakes with M > 8.0. The first geologic evidence for great earthquakes was found in buried marsh deposits of the coastal bays of Washington (Atwater, 1987). Peat layers overlie an abrupt marine sands or marine sands are perhaps best explained by rapid coseismic submergence accompanied by tsunami (Atwater, 1987; Darienzo and Peterson, 1990). The absence of historic great earthquakes in Cascadia is explained by long recurrence intervals; the problem is that Cascadia has the lowest incidence of instrumental plate-boundary seismicity of any subduction zone. The unusual lack of seismicity raises the question, Can modern convergence be accommodated by means other than slip on the megathrust? We present new structural data from the Oregon continental margin and subducting Juan de Fuca plate that bear on the response of both plates to oblique convergence and on the development of repeated coseismic marsh burial deposits along the Oregon and Washington coasts.

ACTIVE TRANSVERSE STRUCTURES OF THE CENTRAL AND NORTHERN OREGON CONTINENTAL MARGIN

Abysal Plain

On the abyssal plain, three west-northwest–trending left-lateral strike-slip faults (A, B, and C in Fig. 1) extend from the abyssal plain across the plate boundary. First discovered in 1986 by SeaMARC 1A sidescan sonar, these faults were imaged extensively in a narrow-swath, high-resolution survey in 1989 (Appelgate et al., 1991). In migrated multichannel seismic reflection profiles, all three faults offset the entire 3-4-km-thick sedimentary section, as well as the oceanic basement of the incoming Juan de Fuca plate (MacKay et al., 1991; this study). Magnetic modeling of fault A (Appelgate et al., 1991) and reflection profiles both indicate about 75–100 m of vertical separation of the basaltic basement; the northeast block is up. SeaMARC 1A sidescan imagery shows that fault A offsets, in a left lateral sense, a late Pleistocene channel and an older slump scar on the Astoria submarine fan; horizontal displacements are about 120 and 350 m, respectively (Appelgate et al., 1991; this study). Isopachs (two-way traveltime) of prefaulting sedimentary units (AP in Fig. 2) within the abyssal-plain sequence show that these units are offset horizontally 5–6 km by fault A, which represents the net slip on this structure near the deformation front (Goldfinger et al., 1991). Horizontal and vertical displacement on fault A dies to nearly zero 17–20 km seaward of the deformation front. Faults A and B overlap and have generated plunging anticlines near their intersections with the deformation front. The doubly-plunging anticline associated with fault A, 9.3 km seaward of the deformation front, appears to be the result of a compressional right step in the left-lateral fault, and is herein referred to as a pressure ridge (Figs. 1 and 2). Stratigraphic correlations suggest that growth of the pressure ridge was approximately coeval with dip-slip motion on fault A. Stratigraphic thinning over the crest of the pressure ridge and thickening on the downthrown side of the fault are pronounced in the synfaulting section (Fig. 2, upper part of Astoria fan unit AF). Faulting began ca. 600 ±50 ka, on the basis of the age of strata that separate prefaulting and
synfaulting parts of the section, assuming that dip-slip and strike-slip motion began concurrently (Goldfinger et al., 1991). This age is derived from sedimentation rates and correlation of the base of the Astoria submarine-fan section with dated strata drilled at Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) Site 174, about 70 km to the southwest (Kulm et al., 1973; Fig. 1, see inset). This range of ages and net slip yield a slip rate of 7–10 mm/yr.

The offset late Pleistocene channel is blocked 18 km to the north by slump debris from a 32
\begin{equation*}
\text{km}^3
\end{equation*}
bedding-plane slump off the leading accretionary thrust ridge. The age of this slump is estimated to be 10–24 ka, on the basis of a \( ^{14}C \) date from a core taken from one of the slump blocks and high-resolution seismic records (Goldfinger et al., 1991). Because the fault is older than either the slump or the channel, these relations can be used to infer a slip rate based on the offset. The channel wall was cut prior to blockage by the slump, setting the minimum age of the offset ca. 10 ka. Because channel cutting would have ceased or been greatly reduced following the blockage, subsequent fault motion would offset the channel wall as observed, without modification by erosion. Thus, the maximum age of the offset is approximately the same as the maximum age of the slump, i.e., 24 ka. The age of the channel wall is therefore ca. 10–24 ka, yielding a slip rate of 5–12 mm/yr, comparable to the 7–10 mm/yr based on offset isopachs.

In SeaMARC 1A sidescan records, fault A intersects the initial thrust ridge as a complex flower structure, the blocks being forced upward and westward as pop-ups as they impinge on the deformation front. Several splays cut upslope on the initial thrust ridge (Fig. 2) and continue into the structural basin to the east. Ablin submersible dives on these splays confirm that they are shear zones associated with chemosynthetic bio-

**Figure 1.** Structure map of northern and central Oregon margin. Most structures cut or deform seafloor. Deformation front is thrust fault south of fault B and base of seaward-dipping ramp north of fault B. SB = slope break; T = Tillamook Bay fault; CB = Coos Bay.

**Figure 2.** Composite block diagram of intersection between fault A and deformation front; view is toward southwest. Migrated seismic sections in two-way traveltime. AP = abyssal plain section; AF = Astoria fan; \( A \) = away; \( T \) = toward; SV = seaward vergence; LV = landward vergence; OC = oceanic crust. See Figure 1 for location.
logical communities, fluid flow, and carbonate cementation (Tobin et al., 1991), indicating active faulting. On the initial thrust ridge, a seaward-vergent thrust segment occupies the area between the splays of fault A in an overall landward-vergent thrust setting, which suggests that a local reversal of vergence is induced by the interaction of the thrust and the strike-slip fault. Fault B also coincides with a reversal of thrust vergence at its intersection with the deformation front (MacKay et al., 1991). Faults B and C are also inferred to be left-lateral faults on the basis of offset sediment isopachs in the abys- sal plain (Goldfinger et al., 1991). Faults B and C offset the deformation front 3.7 and 2.2 km, respectively, in a left-lateral sense. The active frontal accretionary thrust, however, does not appreciably offset the traces of the strike-slip faults where they cross the plate boundary. These relations suggest that the strike-slip faults may actually be part of the plate boundary, coeval with the frontal accretionary thrusts.

Continental Slope and Shelf
We have correlated three throughgoing, west-northwest-trending, left-lateral strike-slip faults on the lower to upper slope with faults A, B, and C on the abyssal plain (Fig. 1) using GLORIA long-range sidescan, SeaBeam swath bathymetry, and a network of academic and U.S. Geological Survey seismic profiles. At least one of the strike-slip faults (A) on the subducting plate clearly crosses the deformation front into the accretionary wedge. The connection of faults B and C is supported by numerous crossing reflection profiles. Several other west-northwest-trending faults on the slope have, as yet, no documented abyssal-plain extensions. Crossings by individual seismic profiles are augmented by GLORIA imagery and SeaBeam bathymetry, where sigmoidal bending and offset of fold axes and linear west-northwest-trending scarps define the orientation of faults observed on reflection profiles (Goldfinger et al., 1991). In northern Oregon, the continental slope consists of upper and lower terraces separated by a major landward-dipping thrust fault and a coincident break in slope (SB in Fig. 1). Seaward of this boundary, thrusts and folds of the accretionary wedge trend north-south, subparallel to the continental margin. Landward of the boundary, folds of the upper slope and shelf, with the exception of outer-shelf submarine banks, trend mostly north-northwest to west-northwest, oblique to the margin. In the structural province traversed by faults A, B, and C, a few of the folds are subparallel to the principal strike-slip faults (Fig. 1). Whereas the genetic relation between these young strike-slip faults and oblique folds is not yet documented, we postulate that they both developed in the regional stress field related to oblique Juan de Fuca subduction. Although many folds on the continental shelf and upper slope involve older rocks ranging in age from Eocene to Pliocene (Kulm and Fowler, 1974), Pleistocene and Holocene strata are also deformed. Continued activity on older folds and faults on the shelf has resulted in scarp of probable Holocene age on the sea floor, although the continuity of the faults is difficult to document due to absence of sidescan sonar data.

Because the active structures of the inner shelf commonly project into the coast, we postulate that there is related active deformation of the coastal region. We have correlated several offshore faults with onshore structures, notably the Tillamook Bay fault (T in Fig. 1) mapped onshore by Niem and Niem (1985). This structure may have as much as 19 km of left slip in rocks of Miocene age, but the age of movement is still being investigated (R. E. Wells, 1991, personal commun.). Offsets of the uppermost units in a reflection profile 8.5 km offshore show that it is probably active in the nearshore region. Furthermore, active inner-shelf synclines project toward Tillamook, Netarts, Nehalem, Nestucca, Siletz, and Yaquina bays. This relation is similar to that noted in the Coos Bay area of southwestern Oregon (CB in Fig. 1 inset), where South Slough occupies the axis of a late Quaternary syncline that intersects the coast (McNelley and Kelsey, 1990). We propose that, like Coos Bay, many of northern Oregon's basins are influenced by growth of local synclines.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CASCADEA SEISMICITY
The structural features mapped off central and northern Oregon suggest a mechanism for the rapid, periodic submergence of marshes as documented by other investigators in Oregon's coastal bays. Cosismic downwarping along a coastal strip with simultaneous uplift offshore, similar to the vertical response noted by Pfafker (1972) for the 1960 m = 9.5 Chilean and 1964 m = 9.2 Alaskan events (Heaton and Kanamori, 1984), has been invoked as the mechanism for sudden submergence of coastal salt marshes in Oregon and Washington (Atwater, 1987; Darienzo and Petersen, 1990). However, these two margins differ significantly from the Cascadia margin in that convergence is approximately normal to the margins of Chile and Alaska, whereas convergence is oblique to the Oregon part of the Cascadia margin (DeMets et al., 1990). If active synclines are associated with rows in northern and central Oregon, then growth of local folds may influence or control the burial of marsh surfaces during earthquakes in Oregon. We speculate that both coseismic plate flexure and growth of folds may simultaneously account for the downwarping of the bays, but their relative importance is unknown.

The question remains as to whether the transverse folds and faults described on the slope and shelf are activated in sympathy with movement on the megathrust, or whether they act independently. The very low seismicity of the upper plate of offshore northern and central Oregon shows that the structures we have mapped are relatively quiescent at present. Independent activity on the structures we have mapped would probably call for a higher incidence of instrumental seismicity than observed, if the convergence rate is accurate. Given the evidence for late Pleistocene to Holocene activity on these faults and folds, and the evidence for large Cascadia earthquakes, their present quiescence circumstantially supports their role as structures secondary to the megathrust.

PLATE COUPLING AND ROTATIONS
Several lines of evidence suggest that the Juan de Fuca and North American plates are well coupled. The strike-slip faults discovered on the subducting plate also cut the overriding North American plate, which strongly suggests coupling between the two plates. We do not know whether the faults originate within the upper or lower plate, or in which direction they propagate. However, the presence of these faults in both plates indicates that interplate shear stress must be high enough at the plate boundary for them to propagate from one plate to the other. The dominant north-northwest to west-northwest-trending structural grain of the upper slope and shelf also indicates strong plate coupling. The active faults are generally orthogonal to the inferred plate convergence direction and direction of crustal shortening (66° at lat 45° N; DeMets et al., 1990), which suggests that a broad coupled zone extends from the mid-slope region to the vicinity of the coast. The sharp division of structural domains in the midcontinental slope (Fig. 1, SB) may correspond to the seismic front of Byrne et al. (1988). We speculate that seaward of this boundary, basal shear stress is less than that needed to form structures normal to the maximum principal stress (s3), and that a "backstop" effect at or near the slope break (SB, Fig. 1) dominates the margin-parallel orientation of the youngest structures. Landward of this boundary, folds that are oblique to the continental margin but close to normal to the inferred plate-convergence direction dominate structural orientations, suggesting strong coupling eastward to the coastal region.

A set of parallel strike-slip faults of the same sense of motion requires that the intervening segments and the faults themselves must rotate with time (Freund, 1974). Such rotations are documented for the Transverse Ranges of southern California (Jackson and Molnar, 1990), and for the Oregon and Washington Coast Ranges (Wells and Coe, 1985) on the basis of paleomagnetics. Wells and Heller (1988) reported clockwise rotations of 16°–22° in 12–15 Ma Columbia River Basalt at coastal sites in western Oregon and Washington. They attributed these
rotations to dextral shear distributed across the forearc region, and a monotonic westward increase in rotation. We speculate that the left-lateral faults we have mapped may be R’ (secondary) shears within an overall dextral shear couple driven by oblique convergence, similar to the model proposed by Wells and Coe (1985) for southwestern Washington (Fig. 3) and to a block rotation model proposed by Geit et al. (1988) for the Aleutian Ridge. If this model is correct, upper-plate shortening due to growth of the submarine fold belt and clockwise rotation may account for a significant part of convergence between the Juan de Fuca and North American plates. Some additional shortening due to a thrust component on these transverse faults may also occur. If this is the case, nonelastic deformation of the upper plate may be a significant process acting to absorb some of the plate convergence, and thus the rate of accumulation of elastic strain energy. At present, quantitative data are insufficient to calculate rotation rates and shortening due to these mechanisms, but additional marine field studies of these transverse structures should shed new light on the problem of very low plate-boundary seismicity in Cascadia.

CONCLUSIONS

Three left-lateral strike-slip faults in the Cascadia subduction zone that offset both the Juan de Fuca and North American plates, as well as folds in the upper continental slope and shelf, have a trend that is oblique to the continental margin. These transverse structures suggest that the two plates are well coupled. Furthermore, a considerable amount of plate convergence may be accommodated by folding and clockwise rotation of the forearc region in northern and central Oregon.

We propose that Holocene subsidence events in the Oregon-Washington coastal bays are, at least in part, a response to the growth of active synclines that have trends that are oblique to the coastline. This style of deformation does not support either arguments for great earthquakes or earthquakes of more moderate magnitude. It does, however, offer an alternative mechanism for the sudden submergence of salt marshes that does not require a great earthquake. Nevertheless, we suspect that growth of these structures is triggered by movement on the megathrust because of their low modern seismicity and because geodetic evidence suggests that elastic-strain accumulation and uplift on the adjacent coast are occurring at the same time.
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Reviewers' comments

Interesting linkage between coastal geomorphology and active structure of the accreting wedge, and provocative ideas on the nature of plate coupling.

Paul Helfer

Important in the continuing controversy about the seismic potential of the Cascadia subduction zone.

Kerry Sieh